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GIANT NEWSLETTER No. 2
MARCH 1999

Dear GIANT Listserver members

Please find below the 2nd GIANT Newsletter.  Items in the newsletter include a status
report on GIANT activities as identified at Concepcion, notes from an Antarctic Geodesy
meeting held in Canberra in early February 1999, information on absolute gravity activities,
CHAMP / GRACE activities, and information on ANTEC (Terms of Reference and
Membership).

A copy of this email will also be made available on the WG-GGI web site (if you’re having
problems reading the table below) in both HTML format and as a Word 6.0 document.
<http://www.scar-ggi.org.au/geodesy/giant.htm>

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1.  STATUS REPORT ON GIANT WORK PROGRAM

Project / Activity Responsibility Due Date Status
Permanent
Observatories

Manning (Aus)

*  identify priority
new sites

Dec 1998 Awaiting input from ANTEC

*  post network
details on www

Dec 1998 [On web - upgraded as required]

*  maintain IGS and
IERS inputs

Monthly Progressing well

*  publish station
information

July 1999 No progress other than web

*  evaluate local
connections

June 1999 No progress

Epoch Campaigns Dietrich (Ger)
*  develop
monument
guidelines

July 1999 Work continues by UK

*  coordinate 98/99
campaign

Oct 1998 Progressing well

*  coordinate
99/2000 campaign

Oct 1999 Will start in March 99 following
ANTEC meeting

Physical Geodesy Capra (Italy)
*  collect and collate
data for geoid

Dec 1999 Waiting on input from Robin Bell
and ANTEC before progressing

*  collaborate with
key groups

Continuous

*  Participate in
ADMAP NZ

July 1999

*  prepare for geoid
computation

SCARXXVI
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GLONASS Manning (Aus)/
Hothem (USA)

*  participate in
IGEX

Sept-Dec 98 Data from McMurdo to IGEX

*  report on
Antarctic
applications

July 1999 Paper to be prepared

Differential GPS Hothem (USA)
*  identify standards Dec 1998 Work on standards underway
*  prepare
report/proposal to
COMNAP

June 1999 Manning to start on paper

Remote
Observatories

Hothem (USA)

*  monitor
developments from
98/99,99/00
operations

March 1999
March 2000

Reports from 98/99 ops yet to be
gathered

*  report on options July 1999

Information
Access

Manning (Aus)

*  publish in
Antarctic Science

Dec 1998 Some progress

*  publish SCAR
WGS84-ITRF paper

Jun 1999 Preparatory work done

*  arrange AGS 99
in Poland

July 1999 Dates set.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

2.  NOTES FROM ANTARCTIC GEODESY MEETING 9 FEBRUARY 1999

USA (Larry Hothem)

Transantarctic Mountains Deformation (TAMDEF) project

Carol Raymond from NASA’s Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL) has set up two new remotely
operating stations in the last few years at:

• Mt Coates - started Nov/Dec 1996.  Jan 1997 first transmission
• Mt Cocks started Nov/Dec 1997.

Both stations transmit their data directly to McMurdo and have line of site to McMurdo for
this reason.

Andrea Donnellan and team, also from JPL, have set up three stations in the Queen Maud
Mountains and are using solar and wind power generators to record data on a serial data
recorder.  It started in late December 1998.  Each site so far has about a month of data.
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For more information you can visit the web site. Address is:
http://geodynamics.jpl.nasa.gov/antarctica

Information and pictures of NZ and US operated GPS and tide gauge sites (McMurdo,
Amundsen/Scott and Cape Roberts) was supplied.  Glenn Johnstone has added this to the
WG-GGI Permanent Observatories site - http://www.scar-
ggi.org.au/geodesy/perm_ob/sites.htm

IGEX

A GLONASS receiver was installed at McMurdo and has continuous records from 16
December 1998 to 6 February 1999.  New mark has been placed on a tower at the Crary
Lab building at McMurdo base, approximately 1 km from MCM4.  Potsdam have done
some processing and it looked OK.  The site log is available from the IGEX FTP site -
ftp://lareg.ensg.ign.fr/pub/igex and will be updated for the final data.

DGPS

Communication Systems International Inc. (CSI) web site has world map of DGPS
coverage, however, there is nothing in Antarctica yet.  Real-time DGPS is currently only
being done at Palmer with Pacific Crest transmitters.

Web address:  www.csi-dgps.com/

In order for DGPS to become more widespread in Antarctica a paper to COMNAP on
benefits, costs and specifications required for DGPS (base station and transmitter +
antenna) will be required, as identified in the GIANT work program.  Larry Hothem is
examining what input the US can have to this project.

NEW ZEALAND (Graeme Blick)

NZ are proposing new control to go in around Cape Adare for hydrographic charting.

Cape Roberts tide gauge.  Set up by Alex Pyne (University of Victoria, Wellington).  Good
records from installation in 1991 until 1996.  Future funding is uncertain at this stage.  Alex
is looking to get the records to the Southern Ocean Sea Level Centre.  A science report
from NZ Antarctic Research Program 1990/91 with details on the tide gauge was provided
at the meeting.

More information and the report can be found at: http://www.scar-
ggi.org.au/geodesy/perm_ob/tide/caperobt.htm

Tidal database now resides at LINZ.  There has been some discussion about the inclusion
of Antarctic tide gauge information in the database.  NZ will keep GIANT informed on the
status of the database.

AUSTRALIA (John Manning)

The possibility of a joint geodetic database in the Larsemann Hills with the Chinese and
Russians was raised.
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A possible joint geodetic database between Australia and the US, NZ and Italy was
discussed.

The possibility of other countries undertaking absolute gravity readings at Australian bases
with an FG5 was also raised.

Further work is required on all of these proposals before anything concrete will happen.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.  THE GROUP OF SPECIALISTS ON ANTARCTIC NEOTECTONICS (ANTEC)

Terms of Reference

A.  The preparation of an Implementation Plan that should include, but not be
limited to:

• Identification and coordination of additional sites where permanent geodetic
control is essential for geodynamic research purposes,

• Identification and coordination of additional sites where permanent seismic
stations should be installed for addressing the structure beneath Antarctica
(lithosphere and asthenosphere).

• Encouraging and coordinating installation of instruments at such permanent sites,
and in regional networks of instruments (GPS, gravity, seismic) for focused
studies,

• Facilitating the sharing of instrumentation,

• Ensuring that protocols for data collection, archiving and distribution best serve the
needs of the research community.

B.  Promotion of scientific research opportunities and directions by:

• Holding workshops and symposia to identify promising research directions in
neotectonics and geodynamics of Antarctica.

• Encouraging studies in relevant geoscience areas, such as stress determinations,
micro faulting, geochronology (taking advantage of developments in high precision
traditional techniques and the emerging cosmogenic radionuclide methods),
landscape evolution, and petrology.

Membership of the SCAR Group of Specialists on Antarctic Neotectonics (ANTEC)

Dr Terry J Wilson (Convenor) Tectonics
Department of Geological Sciences
Ohio State University
275 Mendenhall
125 South Oval Mall
Columbus  OH 43210
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United States
Tel:    +1 614-292-0723
Fax:    +1 614-292-7688
e-mail: twilson@mps.ohio-state.edu

Dr Robin E Bell Gravity
Torrey Cliff
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
Columbia University
Route 9 W
Palisades
NY 10964-8000
United States
Tel:    +1 914 365-8827
Fax:    +1 914-365-8179
e-mail: robinb@ldeo.columbia.edu

Dr Alessandro Capra Geodesy and Geodetic Geology
DISTART Department
University of Bologna
Viale Risorgimento 2
40136 Bologna
Italy
Tel:    +39 051-644-3104
Fax:    +39 051-644-8073
e-mail: alessandro.capra@mail.ing.unibo.it

Professor Reinhard Dietrich Geodesy and Geodetic Geology
Institut für Planetare Geodäsie
Technische Universität Dresden
DE-01062 Dresden
Germany
Tel:    +49 351-463-4652
Fax:    +49 351-463-7063
e-mail: dietrich@ipg.geo.tu-dresden.de

Dr Jesus M Ibañez Station Seismology
Instituto Andaluz de Geofisica
Campus de Cartuja s/n
Universidad de Granada
18071 Granada
Spain
Tel:    +34 958 248910
Fax:    +34 958 160907
e-mail: ibanez@iag.ugr.es

Dr Tom S James Glacial Rebound
Geological Survey of Canada
Pacific Geoscience Centre
9860 W Saanich Road
Sidney, BC
V8L 4B2
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Canada
Tel:    +1 250-363-6403
Fax:    +1 250-363-6565
e-mail: james@pgc.nrcan.gc.ca

Mr John Manning Geodesy and Geodetic Geology
Manager, Geodesy
AUSLIG
PO Box 2
Belconnen ACT 2616
Australia
Tel:    +61 2-6021-4352
Fax:    +61 2-6201-4366
e-mail: johnmanning@auslig.gov.au

Dr Andrea Morelli Station Seismology
Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica
Via di Vigna Murata 605
00143 Roma
Italy
Tel:    +39 06 5186 0443
Fax:    +39 06 504 1181
e-mail: morelli@ingrm.it

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

4.  OTHER NEWS

C K Shum (from OSU) has included me as a research co-investigator for the CHAMP and
GRACE gravity missions.  With this link between WG-GGI and the missions we are now
well placed to play a greater collaborative role in the heavy field of gravity.

The proposed absolute gravity work to be conducted at Dumont D’urville this summer was
cancelled due to the tragic crash of one of the French helicopters near the base.  The
Absolute Gravity team from Strasbourg are now undertaking FG5 readings at Mount
Stromlo in Canberra and hope to be back in Dumont D’urville next summer.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

That’s all for now.  If you have any questions about any of these items please let me know.

John Manning
GIANT Convenor


